
WRITING & PUBLIC SPEAKING
Poetry & Prose

Criteria
Points 

Possible
Points 

Deducted
Comments

Originality
- Presents an original perspective on subject or theme
- Creative use of language
- Evidents of independent throught and work
- Conveys a message. Arouses interest of the reader
- Draws a reaction from the reader, suprise, joy, suspense, horror, etc.
- Enterains or informs the reader

40

Style - Prose
- Identified as fiction or non-fiction
- Contains an introduction, body and closing
- Story or essay has clarify, coherence, unity and organization
- Maximum word count - 500. Text is double-spaced.

Style - Poetry
- Written in verse. Minimum of 3 short poems or one longer poem (20 lines or more)
- Form is identified. Example: haiku, limerick, sonnet, etc
- Makes use of imagery, metaphor and/or rhythms of speech

40

Mechanics
- Uses appropriate vocabulary and expressions to convey ideas
- Appropriate grammar usage, punctuation and spelling
- Written or typed copy in neat, readable and of overall good quality

20

TOTAL 100

Judge’s Initials

Circle Appropriate Ribbon Placing
Purple Blue Red White

(100-90) (89-80) (79-70) (69 & below)

SDSU Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer in accordance with the nondiscrimination policies of South Dakota State University, the South Dakota Board 
of Regents and the United States Department of Agriculture. Learn more at extension.sdstate.edu.  © 2022, South Dakota Board of Regents
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